
Tripod/mobile lens APEXEL APS-40x60 40X60 monocular with tri Ref: 5906168430220
Tripod/mobile lens APEXEL APS-40x60 40X60 monocular with tripod (black)

APEXEL APS-40x60 40X60 telescope/phone lens with tripod (black)
The APEXEL APS-40x60 phone tripod/lens is an innovative device that combines advanced optical capabilities with the practicality and
portability necessary for nature lovers, sky watchers, and photography enthusiasts. Made of high-quality optical glass and ABS, it offers
not only durability, but also exceptional image quality.
 
Excellent image quality
Its  main  feature  is  the  40×60  monocular,  which  provides  8x  magnification,  allowing  users  to  observe  distant  objects  with  impressive
clarity and detail. The lens diameter of 60 mm guarantees excellent light gathering, which translates into clear and bright images, even
in low-light conditions.
 
Comfort and functionality
The APEXEL APS-40x60 tripod/lens is designed with user comfort in mind. The distance between the eye and the lens of 18 mm provides
comfort during prolonged observation, minimizing eye fatigue. In addition, the exit pupil diameter of 5 mm makes it easier to focus on
the object under observation, even in dynamic conditions.
 
Built-in compass and non-slip surface
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One of  the unique features of  this  device is  the built-in  compass,  which allows users  to  easily  orient  themselves in  the field,  which is
especially  useful  for  hiking,  camping  or  nature  observation.  The  non-slip  surface  provides  a  solid  grip,  increasing  safety  and  stability
when using the product in various conditions.
 
Practicality and versatility
With dimensions of 153 × 60 × 42 cm, this tripod/lens is compact and easy to carry, making it the perfect companion for any outdoor
adventure. Designed to be compatible with most cell phones, it makes it easy to combine your passion for photography with your love of
exploring the world.
 
Included
lens for the phone clothportable casetripodphone holder 
Manufacturer  Apexel  Model  APS-40x60Main  functionmonocular  40  ×  60Main  materialoptical  glass  +  ABSMagnification8xObjective
diameter60 mm Diameter of exit pupil 5 mmDistance between eye and lens 18 mm Dimensions 153 × 60 × 42 cm

Price:

€ 33.51

Smartphone accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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